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did you consider checking the facts before buying into such hysterical claims?

this is LA department of health services hospital census. it's essentially identical to

the levels from last year.

the media have had a severe tendency to overstate these issues.

https://t.co/ktTPIbKcdQ

Overwhelmed LA hospitals brace for new wave as staff move gurneys into gift shops with a patient dying every 10

MINUTES. https://t.co/CW19DYzCn9

— John FitzGerald (@TheTweetOfJohn) December 27, 2020

as you can see, visits to emergency departments have been quite stable for 4 months.
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and ICU bed availability has been flat for the whole month of december.

keep in mind that 90-100% ICU capacity is normal this time of year and that all ICU's must be able to flex to 120% (by

federal law) and most can hit 150%.

and if you will not take my word for it, just ask the CEO's of the hospitals in texas everyone was so breathless about this 

summer. 



they were not worried. and they were correct. 

 

https://t.co/fk3ox76Eri

it's sort of interesting:

everyone is freaking out about texas hospitals except for the people who actually run texas hospitals.

this pretty much tells you everything you need to know about the panic patrol and their relationship to

facts.https://t.co/4H4ocDFoCs

— el gato malo (@boriquagato) June 26, 2020

hospital census in LA seems to be about 3000 patients below where it was in july.

this seems to imply a drop in staffed beds which, contrary to the narrative is not from "exhaustion" but rather from people

being laid off or staying home because kids are not in school.

there are also a number companies that handle flex staffing for hospitals in surge areas.

all seem to be reporting that business is deader than disco.

this seems dissonant with the idea that there are just no staff available to man beds especially with so much of the US

<70%.
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capacity in CA as a whole is quite high, census is quite low for this time of year, not high.

76% of beds full. 85% ICU.

it's not like LA is not connected to things.



so perhaps we should take a breath on this relentless hospital fear porn.

they do this in every state when their seasonality comes and no one has been overwhelmed yet. not one state.

https://t.co/tW2nC5d19C

it's disappointing to see that we are back in the "media scare stories about hospitals" stage.

the good news is that, just like last time, this is simply not the case.

they either have no idea what they are saying or are seeking to mislead.

let's look.https://t.co/eWyj2txAh6

— el gato malo (@boriquagato) December 7, 2020

not even perennial basket case NYC was overwhelmed.

javits was never used. neither was the hospital ship.

they likely got hit harder by this flu in 2018.

perspective matters.

let's keep some.

https://t.co/t9GGMQL8pt

links to data here for those who want them:

https://t.co/79T0pgGC9F

https://t.co/7LwoETVTLc
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